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Social Cognitive Neuroscience is an emerging field with an interdisciplinary vision on human 
behavior in a social context. This perspective, built on the confluence of neurological, cognitive, and 
social sciences, addresses fundamental questions about the interaction between the mind/brain 
and the social world. 

WHERE

SCoNe
Social Cognitive 
Neuroscience

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Raffaella Rumiati - SISSA (Italy) 

Francesco Foroni - SISSA (Italy)

David Amodio - NYU (USA)

Giuseppe di Pellegrino - Università di Bologna (Italy) 

Stefano Cappa - IUSS (Italy)

FACULTY

John T. Cacioppo - University of Chicago (USA); Stefanie Cacioppo - University of 
Chicago (USA); Stefano Cappa - IUSS (Italy); William Cunningham - University of 
Toronto (Canada); Giuseppe di Pellegrino - Bologna University (Italy); Francesco 
Foroni - SISSA (Italy); Marta Maieron - AOUD (Italy); Paola Mengotti - SISSA (Italy); 
Paul Rozin - University of Pennsylvania (USA); Raffaella I. Rumiati - SISSA (Italy); 
Michela Sarlo - University of Padova (Italy); Giorgia Silani - SISSA (Italy); Luca Ticini 
- University of Manchester (UK); Alexander Todorov - Princeton University (USA); 
Ulrike Toepel - CHUV (Switzerland); Elisabetta Visalberghi - CNR (Italy)

Twenty participants from all over the world will be selected among advanced-PhD 
students and junior postdocs.

Immersed in this intensive two-week program, participants will work 
alongside faculty members promoting theoretical and practical 
interactions.  SCoNe School will be organized in two modules: 

Neuroscience of Social Information Processing (social judgment, 
stereotyping, prejudice, face perception and emotion), and 

Neuroscience of Food (neurobehavioral mechanisms of appetitive 
motivation, reward, and food preferences in humans and primates). 

Each one-week module will be organized in morning general-
overview lectures and afternoon focused-tutorials on methods tied 

to social cognitive neuroscience.

INFO scone2014@sissa.it 

SocialCognitiveNeuroscience

Complete and send the 
application form and 
relevant documents (CV and 
letter of recommendation) 
by 5pm GMT, Friday 18th 
April to scone2014@sissa.it 

HOW
TO
APPLY

Accepted applicants 
are requested to pay a 
registration fee of 450 € to 
cover part of the School’s 
organization costs.

Travel, meals and 
accommodation costs 
meals will be covered by the 
organizers.

COSTS

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Raffaella Rumiati -  SISSA (Italy) 

Francesco Foroni - SISSA (Italy)

Paola Mengotti - SISSA (Italy)

Marilena Aiello - SISSA (Italy)

Elisabetta Ambron - SISSA (Italy)


